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TOWARDS A SOLUTION OF THE DINITZ PROBLEM? 
Roland HAGGKVIST 
Matematiska Institutionen, Stockholms Universitet, Box 6701, 113 85 Stockholm, Sweden 
An r x n latin rectangle is an r X n array filled with m symbols, say, such that 
every cell contains one symbol and every symbol occurs at most once in each row 
and column. 
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following result. 
Theorem. Let L = (Li,i) be an r X n array of n-sets with r < $n. Then L contains 
an r X n Latin rectangle. 
This goes some way towards a positive answer to a well-known problem by J. 
Dinitz, who in 1978 conjectured that the theorem could hold even for r = n in 
place of r < $2. For background see for instance my paper written in collabora- 
tion with Amanda Chetwynd [3] and the references therein, in particular the 
papers by Bollobas and Harris [2] and Erd&, Rubin and Taylor [4]. Further 
related problems can be found in the extensive literature on the partial latin 
squares completion problem (see for instance [l] for some fifty references). 
Before proving the theorem let us give a couple of definitions and a lemma. For 
a graph G and subsets A, B of G, we denote by N,(A) the set of neighbours of A 
in G, by &(A, B) the set of edges between A and B in G and by &(A) the 
minimum vertex degree in G among vertices from A. If B = B(S, T) is a bipartite 
graph (with bipartition (S, T)) and A c S then we denote by N:(A) the set of 
neighbours of A joined to A by at least (SI - 6,(S) + 2 edges. An S-matching in 
B is a set of independent edges which covers all of S, and when p is a natural 
number then a p-matching is a set of p independent edges. For a matching M we 
denote by V(M) the set of vertices incident with M. Other unexplained graph 
theoretical notation should hopefully be standard. 
With this terminology we have the following lemma. 
Lemma. Let F be a matching in the bipartite graph B = B(S, T) and let A c S be a 
given set of vertices. Add to B - F an (ISI - (Ng(A)I)-matching M between S and 
T - N;(A). Then the resulting graph B* has an S-matching. 
Proof. Consider a set A c S for which IA I 3 6,(S). Then in particular IA - A I 6 
IS] - S,(S) whence 
N;(A) c N,.(A). 
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Consequently 
I&(~)l~ Levi + IV(M) n Al 
2 INKAN + WI - IN4A)I) - IS -Al 
2 lfil. 
The same inequality obviously holds for every set A c S for which 
I4 < &3(S) - 1(%3*(S)), 
and therefore Hall’s theorem guarantees that B* has an S-matching. q 
Proof of the theorem. For i = 1, . . . , r, let L’ denote the ith row of L, and 
L - L’ the array obtained by deleting the ith row. We may and shall assume that 
L fails to contain a latin rectangle, but that L - L’ contains at least one latin 
rectangle, for i = 1, . . . , r. Let S be the set of columns of L, and T the set of 
symbols. For each i and each latin rectangle R’ in L - L’ we form a bipartite 
graph B(R’) with bipartition (S, T) as follows. For every column s and every 
symbol I in L we let (s, t) be an edge in B(R’) if and only if r belongs to Li,, but 
not to any cell in the sth column of R’. 
It is clear that B(R’) contains no S-matching since otherwise R’ can be 
extended to a latin rectangle in L. Consequently, by Hall’s theorem, for each R’ 
there exists a smallest set A(R’) c S such that we have 
Let C(R’) be the bipartite graph with bipartition (S, T) for which (s, t) E 
E(C(R’)) ‘f d I an only if t E Li,s and some cell in the sth column of R’ contains the 
symbol t. Then B(R’) and C(R’) are edge-disjoint and their union D’ has degree 
n at every vertex of S since (s, t) is an edge in D’ if and only if t E Li,s. Moreover, 
C(R’) has a natural proper (r - 1)-edge-colouring where the edge (s, t) has colour 
j if and only if t = Rj,,. 
From now on let Rk be fixed such that (N*(A(Rk))l is minimum over all 
possible choices of Rk. Put A = A(Rk), B = B(Rk), C = C(Rk), D = Dk, N(A) = 
N,(A) and N*(A) = N:(A). Then we claim that 
&(A, T - N*(A))( G (r - 1)(2(n - IN*(A)I) - 1). (1) 
Proof of (1). If (1) is false, then at least one of the (r - 1) colours in C is present 
on at least 2(n - IN*(A)I) edges incident with T - N*(A). Let these edges have 
colour r, say, and form the matching M*. 
An application of the lemma gives immediately that B + M* has an S-matching 
Mk. 
Let G(Rk) be the graph where (s, t) is an edge if and only if the symbol f occurs 
in L,, but not in any cell except possibly RF,s in the sth column of Rk. Let Q be 
the latin rectangle obtained by deleting row r from Rk, and inserting kth row with 
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Qk,S = t if and only if (s, t) belongs to Mk. Then G(Rk) - Mk is the bipartite graph 
B(Q). By assumption B(Q) fails to have any S-matching and moreover 
IGte,(NQ))l 3 IN*(A)1 
by the choice of Rk. 
However, G(Rk) has an S-matching (with edges (s, t) for which t = RF,,), and 
indeed at least one such S-matching F satisfies 
IM* n FI s n - (N*(A)I. 
To see this we consider two cases as follows. 
Case 1. At least n - IN*(A)1 edges in M* are incident with AC&(A(Q)). 
Deleting these edges from G(Rk) gives a graph H which still has an S-matching 
F, since every set A c S of cardinality at least 6,,,*,(S) has the same set of 
neighbours in G(Rk) and H. This implies, since G(Rk) is known to have an 
S-matching, that IAl c IN&)1 w h enever IAl 3 S,(A) + 1, and the same in- 
equality obviously also holds when IAl s 6,(S). Therefore Hall’s theorem 
guarantees the existence of F. 
Case 2. At least n - IN*(A)/ edges in M* are incident with T - NZ_,,*,(A(Q)). In 
this case we let k be one such set of exactly it - INZ&,~,(A(Q))( edges from M* 
and consider G(Rk) -M* + A?. By the lemma this graph has an S-matching F 
which works. 
Another application of the lemma, this time to the graph B - F + (M* - F), 
produces one more S-matching P. It is clear that contrary to assumption, L 
contains the latin rectangle U obtained from Rk by deleting the rth row and 
adding rows r and k by 
[ 
U,,, = t for every edge (s, t) in F, 
uk,* = t, for every edge (s, t) in P. 
this contradiction establishes (1). 
Next let us show that if r s $z then 
IN*(A)1 2 2r + 1. 
Proof of (2). First we note that, since 6,(A) 3 n - r and 
IAl IN*(A)1 + (IAl - 1 - IN*(A)l)r 2 IAI b(A), 
then 
IN*(A)I A IAl _ r >fi (Al. 
(2) 
Now, assuming that IN*(A)1 c 2r, we get 
2rszrlAl, 
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or in other words 
(4r - n) IAl > 2r2. 
However, (4r - n)n < 2r2 when r < l/(2 + j&z (and also when r > l/(2 - j&r, 
but that is irrelevant here), whence in particular, 
(4r - n) IA( < 2r2. 
This contradiction establishes (2). 
It now only remains to show that (1) and (2) are contradictory (when r s $I 
that is) to prove the theorem. For this, we note firstly that 
I&&L T - N*(A))1 = I&@> 0 - IE&, N*(A))1 - IE,(A T - N*(A))1 
2 n I4 - IN*(A)I I4 - (INAN - lN*(AN(n - b(S) + 1) 
2 n I4 - IN*(A)1 IAI - (IN( - W*(A)l)r, 
since 6,(S) 2 rr - r + 1. 
Using the fact that IN( = IA I - 1 an simplifying slightly we get d 
IE,(A, T - N*(A))1 2 (n - r - (N*(A)0 JAI + r(lN*(A)I + 1). 
We consider two cases. 
(3) 
Case 1. IN*(A)1 > n - r. 
In this case the first term in (3) is negative whence we have 
IE,(A, T - N*(A))1 2 (n -r - IN*(A)l)n + r(lN*(A)I + 1) 
a (n - r)(n - (N*(A)I) + r 
3 2(r - l)(n - IN*(A)I) - r + 2, 
using the assumption that r c $n < $(n + 2). This contradicts (1). 
Case 2. IN*(A)1 s n - r. 
Here we get, using only the crudest of estimates, that 
IE,(A, T - N*(A))1 3 (n -r - IN*(A)I)((N*(A)I + 1) + r(lN*(A)I + 1) 
2 W*@)I + l)(n - W*(A)I) 
3 (2r + 2)(n - (N*(A)J), 
by (2). This blatantly contradicts (l), and finishes the proof. 0 
Remark. It is clear that the last part of the argument can be sharpened by 
working directly with (3) rather than (2). However, it is not possible to get a 
theorem valid for, say r =S $z that way. 
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